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Psychological

What prompts people to wear what they do?

Desire to be different - is a never ending emotion. 
People have a need to stand out and make a 
statement by wearing unique eye-catching clothing.

Being accepted and making a good impression on 
others can be prompt people’s purchase decisions.

Celebrities - play a large role in promoting fashion 
items. Celebrities affect a person’s perception of 
what is fashionable and highly influence the 
purchases by people.



Psychological

What prompts people to wear what they do?

Colour - prompts the user to purchase a 
certain item. People might not consider buying 
an article of clothing until it's in a unique 
colour or a colour they enjoy.

People may also buy certain clothing because it 
suits certain other items they may own 
already.

Futuristic style - people like to stay up to date 
with the latest fashion trends. Staying in the 
loop with the latest and greatest styles is a 
large motive for people’s purchasing habits.



Cultural 

Which cultures promote repair, customisation, and/or personalisation?

Nowadays, fashion promotes the idea of ‘repair’ and ‘decay’, 
with people wanting an item of clothing that represents them as 
an individual; somewhat different to everyone else. 

The same denim jacket can be repaired or destroyed for the 
purpose of having a different look or style, meaning that two 
people who bought this same jacket can portray a significantly 
different look. 

Customization also comes into this concept; especially with 
retailers selling badges and patches that can easily be sewn or 
ironed on to clothing. Retailers are also selling personalized or 
customizable patches which are designed by the buyer for the 
buyer. 



Big Brands and Celebrities 

The release of Kanye West’s Yeezy line sparked 
the design of ripped clothing, with the 
Kardashians wearing the line to promote the 
clothing. 

Being influencers of the public, this trend took 
off, leaving other brands and designers creating 
clothing with similar elements of decay, 
demonstrating that what was once seen as 
shameful and linked to the wealth of a person, 
has been transformed to mean the opposite of 
wealth.

An excellent example of large fashion labels 
promoting distressed clothing was of a sold out 
Givenchy jumper with ripped features priced at 
$1000. 

How are celebrities promoting distressed clothing?



Personal/ Individual 

Storytelling - There is a story behind 
every scratch and mark. Repairing 
clothing can remind you of certain 
times in life and creates deeper 
meanings for every repair.
This makes the clothing incredibly 
unique and personal to the owner.

Statement - By repairing your own 
clothes it allows you to express a 
statement and/or opinion.  

Repairs often tend to be shown off and 
highlighted. It is almost a celebration of 
the care and skill taken in repairing the 
item. 

What does this style mean to people?



Inspiration

Homeless people Fashion-

From N. Hollywood 
Menswear Fall Winter 2017 
New York by Daisuke Obana

“...the various ways in which 
people there lived on the streets 
and the knowledge they have 
acquired while doing so.” 
 
“...revealed that them to be full of 
clever ideas for covering the 
necessities of life…” 

“...This season features designs 
that embrace their unique style of 
combining traditionally 
contrasting elements…”



Interesting Examples 


